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Re: NEW PRESIDENT @ USM 
by CantonEagle » Fri Feb 01, 2013 11:34 am 

Black Diamond Reb wrote: 
laureleagleson wrote: 
 
Will be Bennett 
 
http://studentaffairs.uga.edu/people/pr ... nnett-ed.d 
 
 
 
Got EJ written all over it. MTSU, Tenn Tech, UGA... 
champion of diversity and ethics... yep, a real winner 
here. Hell, I'm more qualified than this guy. 
 
 
 
 

Re: NEW PRESIDENT @ USM 
by WorkingEagle » Fri Feb 01, 2013 11:51 am 

CantonEagle wrote: 
Wait, USM has held this position open for over a year to have 2 
vp's of students and a math professor? WTF? That's all the 
interest we could generate? No smaller university presidents? No 
retired Fortune 500 CEO's? No retired government officials?  
 
Damn, we have surely fallen. If the quality of our finalists 
don't tell you something about the outside opinion of our 
university, you’re blind. We are surely doomed. To quote Clark 
Griswold, "Holy shit, where's the Tylenol." 
 
 
Sadly, that's pretty much spot-on it appears, Canton. 
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Re: NEW PRESIDENT @ USM 
by CantonEagle » Sat Feb 02, 2013 3:04 pm 

WinOrLoseEagle wrote: 
CantonEagle wrote: 
 
I'll give the guy a chance before I pull my donations. But, 
if I see my money going towards "diversity" projects 
nstead of academics or scholarships, I'm done. And I know 
'm not alone. 
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Re: NEW PRESIDENT @ USM 
by Mao Tse-gore » Sun Feb 03, 2013 11:29 am 

Many will attempt to soothe themselves with fantasy and 
denial, but we know what was done, why it was done, who did 
it, and what this means for the future of USM; and the 
reality of this trajectory is bad, all bad. 
 
 
 

Re: NEW PRESIDENT @ USM 
by CantonEagle » Sun Feb 03, 2013 2:17 pm 

OldRanchHand wrote: 
 
So, if the new president were white and still increased funding 
for projects to make all students feel welcome (what you call 
"diversity"), would you still pull your donations? 
 
Glad you can read my mind on what diversity means???  
 
But yes, if a white president started using my money on 
diversity projects like forcing people to attend classes 
that they don't feel comfortable attending that have 
nothing to do with progressing their academic knowledge, 
hen yes. We need to find a niche as a university. 
iversity is the last thing USM needs to focus on. 
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